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GRASS GIS 7 User interface

































GRASS GIS 7 User interface
What you think it is...










































































































GRASS 7: New Geospatial Modeller
Extra bonus:



































































































GRASS 7: Topological Vector Digitizer 





































News in GRASS 7's Vector Topology
Spatial query example
Query of vector point maps
GUI: click on vector map, what is there?
CLI: v.what east_north=east,north















































































Vector network analysis in GRASS




































































GRASS 7: Support for massive datasets
What is massive?









































GRASS 7: Support for massive datasets
Cost surfaces: r.cost















PCA of 30 million pixels



































New tools for hydrological modelling





































































































New GRASS 7 Python API
http://dx.doi.org/10.3390/ijgi2010201
All former shell 
scripts have been 
rewritten to Python 
in GRASS GIS 7:



































































GRASS GIS as Open Source GIS backbone:

































GRASS and QGIS Integration: Processing
Dissolving geometry by string column 
attributes: Processing calls GRASS GIS in a 


































Integration of GRASS GIS with QGIS, PostGIS, OGC
Geoprocessing of an external wildfire point layer:

































GRASS and R Integration
GRASS 7.0.svn (nc_spm_08_grass7):~ > R
R version 3.0.1 (2013-05-16) -- "Good Sport"
Copyright (C) 2013 The R Foundation for Statistical Computing
Platform: x86_64-redhat-linux-gnu (64-bit)
> library(spgrass6)
Loading required package: sp
Loading required package: XML
GRASS GIS interface loaded with GRASS version: GRASS 7.0.svn (2013)
and location: nc_spm_08_grass7
>
> myrast <- readRAST6(c("geology", "elevation"), cat=c(TRUE, FALSE))
> myvect <- readVECT6("roads")
…



















































































































































GRASS 7: New bivariate Scatterplots


































Tool for supervised classification of imagery data.
Generates spectral signatures for an image by allowing the user to outline 
regions of interest. 

































 i.segment - Identifies segments (objects) from imagery data. 
Pietro Zambelli

































● Since 2005 GRASS GIS is running natively on 64bit CPUs
● GRASS GIS 7 also offers Large File Support on 32bit Windows
● Installed on Grids and TOP500 supercomputers (AKKA Umeå,
ENEA Frascati, Aurel Bratislava, …)
● Runs on Linux, AIX, Solaris, freeBSD, netBSD, ...
● Various ways of parallelization



































































New Space-Time functionality in GRASS 7
Gebbert, S., Pebesma, E., 2014. TGRASS: A temporal GIS for field based 

































New Space-Time functionality in GRASS 7
Screenshot: S Gebbert/A. Petrasova



































































GRASS 7: New animation tool for time series
http://grass.osgeo.org/grass70/manuals/g.gui.animation.html
Nagshead LiDAR time 
series: dune moving 


































New Map swiping tool for multitemporal maps
Pre and post disaster images of the tsunami in Japan in 2011










































































































GRASS GIS as a platform for sustainable 
Open Science
https://www.openhub.net/p/grass_gis
● Reproducibility: Open source is the
natural habitat for science and research
● Return of Investment:
Example r.mapcalc: available since 1985,
continuously developed, user can still run 
old scripts in latest GRASS GIS 7
● Auto-documentation: map and command history preserved “forever”
● Reliability: Testing and quality control system (in progress) integrated 
into the software itself
● Longevity for Open Science: code integrated into GRASS  “survives” 
even if original authors would not continue

































Where is the stuff?
GRASS GIS 7 Software:
Free download for MS Windows, MacOSX, Linux and source code:
http://grass.osgeo.org/download/
Addons (user contributed extensions):
http://grasswiki.osgeo.org/wiki/GRASS_AddOns
Free sample data:
Rich data set of North Carolina (NC)
… available as GRASS GIS location and in common GIS formats
http://grass.osgeo.org/download/sample-data/
User Help:







































Fondazione E. Mach (FEM)
Centro Ricerca e Innovazione
GIS and Remote Sensing Unit
38010 S. Michele all'Adige (Trento), Italy
http://gis.cri.fmach.it
http://www.osgeo.org
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neteler@osgeo.org
Coming soon:
GRASS GIS 7!
THANKS
http://grass.osgeo.org
http://trac.osgeo.org/grass/wiki/Grass7/NewFeatures
